Estimating forage quantity and quality using aerial hyperspectral imagery for northern mixed-grass prairie
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Abstract

Sustainable rangeland stewardship calls for synoptic estimates of rangeland biomass quantity (kg dry matter ha⁻¹) and quality [carbon:nitrogen (C:N) ratio]. These data are needed to support estimates of rangeland crude protein in forage, either by percent (CPc) or by mass (CPm). Biomass derived from remote sensing data is often compromised by the presence of both photosynthetically active (PV) and non-photosynthetically active (NPV) vegetation. Here, we explicitly quantify PV and NPV biomass using HyMap hyperspectral imagery. Biomass quality, defined as plant C:N ratio, was also estimated using a previously published algorithm. These independent algorithms for forage quantity and quality (both PV and NPV) were evaluated in two northern mixed-grass prairie ecoregions, one in the Northwestern Glaciated Plains (NGGP) and one in the Northwestern Great Plains (NGP). Total biomass (kg ha⁻¹) and C:N ratios were mapped with 18% and 8% relative error, respectively. Outputs from both models were combined to quantify crude protein (kg ha⁻¹) on a pasture scale. Results suggest synoptic maps of rangeland vegetation mass (both PV and NPV) and quality may be derived from hyperspectral aerial imagery with greater than 80% accuracy.
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1. Introduction

The 124 million ha of northern U.S. mixed-grass prairie rangelands (Vogelmann et al., 2001) are typically managed as 20 to 200-ha pastures, calling for synoptic decision support tools at high to moderate spatial resolutions. Rangeland managers need reliable, current data delineating vegetation quantity and quality across multiple landscapes to support management strategies (Moran et al., 1997). Remote sensing-based products could assist with rangeland carrying capacity assessment (Hunt et al., 2003), for range condition varies widely with climate and land use. While synoptic data indicative of range condition are needed, remote assessment products rarely provide information in physically meaningful units, e.g. kg ha⁻¹. Remote sensing-based model formulation is often based on data from one image or one area of interest, so extrapolation one area could be spatially limited. Here, we take steps to address these issues by developing and validating spectral models for rangeland biomass (live only and total) and C:N ratio to calculate crude protein by mass (CPm) on a pasture scale using two images acquired on the same day over neighboring ecoregions (Fig. 1).

Spectral estimates of rangeland biomass (kg ha⁻¹) at high to moderate spatial resolutions are needed to delineate variability for pastures within the larger northern mixed-grass prairie region. Spectral signatures are influenced by variable landscape factors such as plant community distribution (Boelman et al., 2005), soil color (Gao et al., 2000), hydrology (Todd & Hoffer, 1998), and topography (Kawamura et al., 2005). Consequently, spectral algorithms should be developed at scales that encompass these factors without compromising spatial resolution within and among pastures. Many studies correlate spectra with relative differences in biomass (Everitt et al., 1989; Frank & Aase, 1994; Rundquist, 2002; Tucker et al., 1983), yet few delineate the amount of plant material on a mass per unit area basis (kg ha⁻¹). A spectral model for estimating biomass based on data for more than one mixed-grass prairie ecoregion would
likely reduce site specificity by including a large breadth of geospatial variability.

Canopies comprised of photosynthetically active (PV) and non-photosynthetically active (NPV) vegetation are ubiquitous in northern mixed-grass rangelands, thereby affecting vegetation quality and spectral response. NPV interferes with plant biomass–spectra relationship when using handheld instruments (Frank & Aase, 1994; Rundquist, 2002) and when scaling up from handheld to aerial and satellite-borne sensors (Loris & Gianelle, 2006; Serrano et al., 2002). Despite issues associated with NPV, both PV and NPV contribute to biogeochemical cycling, which is an essential component to ecosystem functional assessment. Consequently, inclusion of both pools in remote sensing product development is necessary.

Remote rangeland assessment tools for vegetation quality on a mass basis are lacking. Vegetation quality is commonly expressed in terms of percent crude protein \([\text{CP}_c \text{ (mg g}^{-1})]\), or nitrogen \([\text{N}_c \text{ (mg g}^{-1})]\), which is a factor in animal management. Crude protein \((\text{CP}_c)\) or \((\text{N}_c)\) has been correlated with spectra using handheld sensors for grasses (Mutanga et al., 2004; Starks et al., 2006) and airborne sensors for forests (Matson et al., 1994; Wessman et al., 1988). However, leaf moisture masks leaf \((\text{N}_c)\) spectral signature in fresh vegetation (Kokaly & Clark, 1999), which presents a problem with quantification of forage quality under variable drought stress. This has been addressed using hyperspectral data manipulation, such as continuum removal (CR) (Curran et al., 1992; Kokaly & Clark, 1999), and by experimentally separating effects of leaf moisture from leaf quality using C:N ratio (Phillips et al., 2006). Methods to remotely estimate range condition are available (Hunt et al., 2003), although methods to remotely and independently assess forage quality and quantity are lacking for northern mixed-grass prairie.

This manuscript describes how we i) developed and validated spectral algorithms for estimating rangeland biomass using HyMap imagery acquired over two Northern Plains ecoregions, ii) applied and validated a previously published algorithm for forage quality (C:N ratio) on the HyMap airborne sensor, and iii) combined biomass and C:N ratio estimates to map the mass of crude protein \((\text{CP}_m)\) on a pasture scale.

2. Methods

2.1. Image acquisition areas-of-interest (AOI)

Aerial hyperspectral images were acquired for two areas-of-interest (AOIs), 13,250 ha each, located on opposite sides of the Missouri River near the center of North Dakota (Fig. 1). The northeast AOI in Fig. 1 is located in the Northwestern Glaciated Plains (NGGP) ecoregion (Omernik, 1987), where kettle holes, kames, and moraines are common among gently rolling continental glacial till plains. Natural prairie vegetation is characterized by western wheatgrass \([\text{Pascopyrum smithii (Rydb.) A. Løve}]\), needle-and-thread \([\text{Hesperostipa comata (Trin. and Rupr.) Barkworth}]\), green needlegrass \([\text{Nassella viridula (Trin.) Barkworth}]\), and blue grama associations \([\text{Bouteloua gracilis (Willd. ex Kunth) Lag. ex Griffiths}]\) (USDA, 2006). The southwest AOI in Fig. 1 is located in the Northwestern Great Plains (NGP) ecoregion (Omernik, 1987), with gently rolling continental glacial till plains and rolling hills. Natural prairie vegetation is characterized by grama–needlegrass–wheatgrass associations. Similar to the NGGP
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Fig. 1. North Dakota northern prairie grasslands mapped by Strong et al. (2005) and United States ecoregions mapped by Omernik (1987).
ecoregion, native species common to this area are blue grama, green needlegrass, needle-and-thread, and western wheatgrass (USDA, 2006). Introduced graminoid species common to the both ecoregions include Kentucky bluegrass [Poa pratensis L.] and crested wheatgrass [Agropyron desertorum (Fisch. ex Link) J.A. Schultes], which have invaded large areas of native rangeland in recent decades.

Land use for both areas is predominately agricultural, with 50% in annual crop production and 20–30% in native range and grass production. The remaining 20–30% of land area is covered by wetlands, shrub–woodlands, and anthropogenic structures (Phillips et al., 2005; Strong et al., 2005), which is similar to state-wide land use patterns (Strong et al., 2005). Weather stations at Turtle Lake (47°31′N, 100°54′W; located within the NGGP AOI) and Mandan (46°49′N, 100°55′W; located within the NGP AOI) recorded an annual average of 434 and 442 mm of rainfall and 78 and 80 mm of precipitation as snowfall, respectively, over the last 30 years. In 2005, total rainfall was 490 mm for both Turtle Lake and Mandan weather stations. Precipitation as snowfall in 2005 was twice as high in Turtle Lake (60 mm) as compared to Mandan (31 mm).

2.2. Vegetation field measurements

Two moderately grazed pastures (areas >250 ha) and comprised of graminoids, sedges, and forbs were selected within each image acquisition AOI for spectral model development and validation. Soils beneath pastures in the NGGP AOI are classified as Max–Zahl loams (frigid, typic haplustoll–calciustoll). Soils beneath pastures in the NGP AOI are classified as Zahl–Williams loams (frigid, typic calciustoll–argiustoll). To assess if pastures were representative of the NGGP and NGP ecoregions, we determined canopy cover by species using the Daubenmire method. Specifically, we used 0.1 m² quadrats placed every 2-m along 30-m transects for each pasture. Canopy cover was measured on Aug 29 2005 for pastures in the NGGP AOI and on July 5 2005 for pastures in the NGP AOI. Canopies are typically fully developed by early July; however, in 2005, spring drought was following by unusually high rainfall during July and August. Consequently, maximum canopy cover was delayed until August.

Within each one of the four pastures, we randomly selected four points using the ERDAS Imagine 8.7 software (Leica Geosystems GIS and Mapping LLC, Norcross, GA) randomization procedure and mapped 10×10 m plots around each point using a sub-meter, real-time differential Trimble Geo XT GPS Beacon receiver with an external antenna (Trimble Navigation, Sunnyvale, CA). We chose this plot size (100 m²) because we expected the HyMap data to be acquired as 10 m pixels. Remote sensing-based data acquired from the HyMap sensor were collected from these points. To determine biomass representative of each 100 m² plot, we collected vegetation data from two strips adjacent to each point (Fig. 2). We clipped strips of vegetation (1 × 10 m) located 2-m to the east and 2-m to the west of each point to ground level on August 29 and 30, 2005. Additionally, we clipped two small (0.25 m²) quadrats located 1-m to the east and 1-m to the west of each point. Vegetation from each quadrat were separated into standing live (PV), standing dead (NPV), and detrital plant material lying on the surface (NPV). The proportion of PV and NPV identified in each small quadrat was used to estimate amount of PV and NPV in the larger strip. Dry mass for samples collected from strips and quadrats was determined after samples were oven-dried at 60 °C for 48 h. Plot averages (both strips) for PV and NPV were used for comparison with spectra collected at each plot center point (Fig. 2).

Separated, dried materials were then ground (1 mm mesh) and analyzed for carbon content (Cc) and Nc by dry combustion with an Elementar Vario MAXCNS (Elementar Americas, Mt. Laurel, NJ). Spectral data were converted to PV biomass [PV_DM (kg ha⁻¹)] and total biomass [All_DM (kg ha⁻¹)] by regressing spectra on dry mass calculated for each plot. Canopy C and N (kg ha⁻¹) and C:N ratios were calculated for each plot by weighting the mass of Cc and Nc for PV and NPV pools. We separately tested for differences in All_DM, PV_DM, and C:N ratio among pastures and between ecoregion AOIs using a hierarchal mixed model in SAS (v. 9.1), which included the random effect of pasture nested inside AOI (Littell et al., 1996).

Spectra were recorded for clipped and separated vegetation in the field on July 11, 2005 using a Fieldspec Pro-FR ® spectroradiometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Boulder, CO), which detects light in the 350–2500 nm wavelength range and records light as radiance, Watts per square meter per steradian per nanometer (W m⁻² sr⁻¹ nm⁻¹). Prior to recording spectra, the spectroradiometer was calibrated to a spectralon target (LabSphere, Inc. North Sutton, NH). Each observation was comprised of one Spectralon record, five target surface records, then one Spectralon record. We calculated observation target reflectance (multiplied by 10,000 for storage efficiency) using the formula:

\[ R_x = 10,000 \times \left( \frac{\sum_{1}^{n} T_x}{n} \right) / \left( \frac{\sum_{1}^{2} S_x}{2} \right) \]  

(1)
$R_{\lambda}$ is the reflectance for each wavelength, $T_{\lambda}$ is the target radiance, $n$ is the target measurements and $S_{\lambda}$ is the Spectralon radiance. These spectra were plotted to qualitatively evaluate the effect of PV and NPV on spectral reflectance (Fig. 3).

2.3. Hyperspectral data processing

Two hyperspectral images were acquired for our study landscapes by the HyMap sensor, operated by HyVista Corporation (http://www.hyvista.com/main.html). HyMap uses four different detectors to cover spectra from 450–2480 nm. Bandwidths ranged from 13 to 20 nm for a total of 126 bands (Cocks et al., 1998). HyMap was flown at noon local time, 29th August 2005 at 4800 and 4750 m above sea level with flight azimuth at 141° and 170°, for the NGGP and NGP AOIs, respectively. HyVista supplied data that were geo-referenced to UTM Zone 14, Datum WGS 84, 16-bit, and calibrated to ground reflectance. Pixel size varied from 7.6 m in the NGGP AOI to 8.7 m in the NGP AOI. Dataset accuracy and quality were evaluated for each image individually using the following procedures. To evaluate geo-location, HyMap data were compared with 1-meter, digital Ortho-mosaic images (USDA-FSA-APFO). We found geo-location root–mean–square-error (RMSE, Eq. (13)) was smaller than one-half pixel. To evaluate Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR), spectra were collected from uniform areas within each image. The SNRs for wavelengths <480, 1390–1435, 1953–1991 and >2480 nm were near zero and thus eliminated from the dataset, with 114 bands remaining. Further, “Smile” phenomena (Datt et al., 2003; Schlerf et al., 2005) are known hyperspectral imagery problems that refer to systematic increases in the pixel values from the sun direction or from the image center. We verified imagery homogeneity for all bands using spectral signatures from roads that cross each image. Data were atmospherically corrected by HyVista Corp using atmospheric and solar radiance. These spectra were plotted to qualitatively evaluate problems that refer to systematic increases in the pixel values.

2.4. Hyperspectral algorithm development and validation

Four of the eight biomass plots within each image acquisition AOI were randomly selected for use in algorithm development; remaining plots were used for validation. HyMap spectra (114 bands) were extracted from the center of each plot for comparison with field biomass data. We identified bands most responsive to changes in biomass (PV and ALL) separately for each landscape by calculating the covariance, or the simultaneous deviations of biomass and spectra from their means, for each of the 114 bands.

Bands with the highest covariance for PV_DM and ALL_DM were similar for each image, with highest values found for a range of 22 continuous bands centered between 991 and 1306 nm. Since bands with highest covariance were the same for both landscapes, data were combined for further analyses. Band 48, centered at 1139 nm, covaried most strongly with biomass. The 22 bands from 991 to 1306 nm were used as input for spectra continuum removal (CR) and summed for the entire CR area (Fig. 4). We defined these end points for the CR line (Kokaly, 2001) because these related most strongly to our variable of interest (Kokaly & Clark, 1999) rather than performing CR on the entire spectrum (Huang et al., 2004). By aggregating those bands most responsive to total biomass, slight differences in spectral response to mixed PV and NPV biomass are expanded for greater spectral resolution (Clark, 1999). We utilize the area below the original reflectance and above the CR line (Kokaly, 2001), compared with isolating areas above the original reflectance and below the CR line only (Kokaly & Clark, 1999).

To establish the CR, we calculated the continuum line as new reflectance values for each band:

$$R'_{Bx} = \left( \frac{R_{B991} - R_{B1306}}{n-1} \right) Bx_{(n-1)} + R_{B991} \quad (2)$$

where $R_{B991}'$ is the CR reflectance value for each band, $R_{B991}$ and $R_{B1306}$ are the end-point bands reflectance values, $n$ is the number of bands in the analysis, and Bx is the center location of the $n-1$ band. This means the first band will have location zero while the second band will have location 1.

We then calculated CR by band depth normalization in order to minimize topographic and atmospheric affects. Results were summed for each band to represent the CR area (Kokaly & Clark, 1999):

$$\text{CR}_{B991-1306} = \sum_{B991}^{B1306} \frac{1 - R'/R}{1 - R_{h-pca}/R_{h-pca}} \quad (3)$$

CR$B991-1306$ represents the accumulated CR for bands between 991 to 1306 nm, $R'$ the CR$B991-1306$ reflectance, and $R$ the original reflectance. $R'_{h-pca}$ and $R_{h-pca}$ are the CR$B991-1306$

![Fig. 3. Spectral signatures for photosynthetically and non-photosynthetically active vegetation recorded using a handheld spectroradiometer (ASD Inc. Denver, CO).](Image)
reflectance and the original reflectance values for the band centered at 1139 nm.

NDVI was also calculated as broad band (bNDVI) and narrow band (nNDVI) indices to evaluate accuracy for both (Elvidge & Chen, 1995):

\[ b\text{NDVI} = \frac{B_4 - B_3}{B_4 + B_3} \tag{4} \]

\[ n\text{NDVI} = \frac{B802 - B673}{B802 + B673} \tag{5} \]

B4 and B3 correspond to Landsat bands 4 (623–695 nm) and 3 (781–906 nm) as convolved from the HyMap bands (Jacquemoud et al., 1995), while B802 and B673 are the bands centered at 802 and 673 nm, respectively.

To estimate biomass for each pixel, bNDVI, nNDVI, and CR\textsubscript{B991–B1306} spectral values collected from the HyMap imagery were regressed separately on 1) all measured biomass, including PV and NPV vegetation (All\_DM) and 2) PV vegetation only (PV\_DM) (Fig. 5).

\[ \text{All\_DM}_1 = 1114.5 \times (\text{CR}\textsubscript{B991–B1306}) - 10074 \quad (6) \]

\[ \text{All\_DM}_2 = 26769 \times (\text{nNDVI}) - 9176.79 \quad (7) \]

\[ \text{All\_DM}_3 = 29338 \times (\text{bNDVI}) - 11037 \quad (8) \]

\[ \text{PV\_DM}_1 = 381.03 \times (\text{CR}\textsubscript{B991–B1306}) - 2767.7 \quad (9) \]

\[ \text{PV\_DM}_2 = 8498.5 \times (\text{nNDVI}) - 2111.5 \quad (10) \]

\[ \text{PV\_DM}_3 = 9358.8 \times (\text{bNDVI}) - 2726.6. \quad (11) \]

In addition, we estimated the C:N ratio with the Rangeland C:N Formula (Phillips et al., 2006), which utilizes mid-infrared and red spectral regions:

\[
C : N = 2.62 + 56.35 \times \left( 1 - \frac{(B1653 + B1666) - (B673 + B688))}{(B1653 + B1666) + (B673 + B688))} \right) 
\] (12)

B1653, B1666, B673 and B688 represent bands centered at 1653, 1666, 673 and 688 nm, respectively.
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant ID</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>NGGP AOI % canopy cover</th>
<th>NGP AOI % canopy cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taraxacum G.H. Weber ex Wiggers</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragopogon L.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernonia Schreb.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicia americana Muhl. ex Wild.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicia hyrcanica Fisch. and Mey.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown forb</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown grass</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open canopy</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>25.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types F, G, and S represent forb, graminoid, and sedge life-forms, respectively.

Biomass estimates using Eqs. (6)–(11) were compared with ground data reserved for validation. C:N ratio data, based on a previously published algorithm, were compared with the 16 plots. RMSE and relative error (RE) were calculated:

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (E_i - M_i)^2}
\]

\[
RE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left(\frac{|E_i - M_i|}{M_i}\right)
\]

\(M_i\) represents measured and \(E_i\) represents estimated values for each plot \(i\), while \(n\) is the number of plots.

We used All DM and C:N ratio to calculate CPm by first converting C:N ratio to Nc and then CPc using constants for grassland Cc (400 mg g\(^{-1}\)) and for conversion of Nc to crude protein (0.0625).

\[
CP_c = 0.0625 \times 100 \times \left(\frac{400}{C:N\,\text{ratio}}\right)
\]

\[
CP_m = \frac{CP_c}{1000} \times (\text{All DM}).
\]

To demonstrate application of these spectral models, data for a known pasture located in the NGP AOI were mapped using the HyMap image. We report pasture-scale averages for total biomass (All DM), photosynthetically active vegetation only (PV DM), C:N ratio, and crude protein in total biomass CPm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Field measurements

Graminoids found in both NGGP and NGP AOIs included green needlegrass, needle-and-thread, blue grama, western wheatgrass, crested wheatgrass, and Kentucky bluegrass (Table 1). Most of the dominant species found at our field plots are typical native and introduced species for these ecoregions (USDA, 2006). Graminoids dominated the plant canopy in the NGP AOI pastures (Table 1), comprising over
60% of total plant cover. The graminoid versus forb distribution was more uniform in the NGGP AOI. In both ecoregions, forbs were represented by small proportions for a variety of species (Table 1), with 10–20 different forbs per pasture. Total vegetative cover (not rocks, litter, or soil) measured on August 29 for pastures in the NGGP AOI was over 95%. Vegetative cover measured for pastures in the NGP AOI on July 5 were sparser than usual (75%). This condition likely changed following high July–August rainfall (179 mm), but August cover data are not available.

Biomass measured at the end of August were similar among plots for total biomass (All_DM), PV biomass (PV_DM), and C:N ratio (Table 2). Since differences between AOIs were not significant for any of these variables (p > 0.05), data for both images were combined for subsequent analyses. All_DM ranged from 3100 to 7900 kg ha\(^{-1}\), for an average of 5180 kg ha\(^{-1}\) (+/-1890). PV_DM comprised 44 to 60% of the total mass for all plots, an average of 2410 kg ha\(^{-1}\) (+/-680). C\(_{c}\) for both PV and NPV pools were similar, with an overall average of 401 mg g\(^{-1}\) (+/-12), which is near the 400 mg g\(^{-1}\) value commonly found for northern mixed-grass prairie rangeland. Average C:N ratio measured for PV vegetation was 31.0, compared with 39.0 for NPV (standing and detrital pools). When weighted by mass for each pool, plot C:N values ranged from 25.3 to 38.3.

3.2. Spectral biomass estimates

We compared biomass estimates [Eqs. (6)–(11)] with plot data reserved for accuracy assessment (Table 3). The CR\(_{B991-B1306}\)-based algorithms for All_DM1 and for PV_DM [Eqs. (6) and (9) respectively] more closely tracked ground data than algorithms based on NDVI (Fig. 6A,B). In general, algorithms using NDVI tended to overestimate biomass, as compared with algorithms using CR\(_{B991-B1306}\). Accuracy assessments for All_DM and PV_DM derived from multispectral (bNDVI) were comparable to those derived from hyperspectral (nNDVI) for the same sensor. Overall, the lowest relative error for biomass was found using the CR\(_{B991-B1306}\)-based algorithm [Eq. (6)]. Since mean measured biomass was 5180 kg ha\(^{-1}\), the CR\(_{B991-B1306}\) RMSE for All_DM1 (976 kg ha\(^{-1}\)) represents 19% of the mean. This error is comparable to other satellite-based grassland estimates, where RMSEs reported (6.7 to 12.2 kg ha\(^{-1}\)) represented 25% of the mean (33.7 to 42.0 kg ha\(^{-1}\)) in Australia (Hill et al., 2004).

Greatest covariance between biomass and spectra were found for the 991 to 1306 nm spectral region, so the CR\(_{B991-B1306}\)-based algorithm more closely approximated rangeland biomass than the bNDVI and nNDVI-based algorithms. The CR\(_{B991-B1306}\) spectral region is not common among current, moderate-to-high resolution satellites; however the utility of this region is suggestive for future sensor design. Both PV and NPV biomass estimates were accurate to within 18% of measured values. Over 50% of measured rangeland biomass consisted of NPV vegetation (Table 2), which tends to mask spectral responses in the red (~680 nm) and NIR (~800 nm) regions (Fig. 3). Consequently, spectral algorithms using only the red and NIR regions (such as NDVI) are less accurate as the proportion of NPV increases.

Relative errors for PV estimates were 0.21, 0.23, and 0.22 using the CR\(_{B991-B1306}\), nNDVI, and bNDVI-based formulae, respectively. The close range in accuracy among formulae for PV suggests that spectral estimates may not improve with narrow-band data, given similar spatial resolution. The RMSE for PV using bNDVI was 547 kg ha\(^{-1}\), which is lower than the standard deviation (680 kg ha\(^{-1}\)) for live biomass measured. The presence of NPV likely contributed to estimate error, for NPV is ubiquitous in this region (Frank & Aase, 1994). PV is regularly mapped using parameters such as Leaf Area Index (Asrar et al., 1984; Curran, 1983; Myneni et al., 2002), which is often correlated with biomass. Here, we estimate PV in units of mass per area. Overall, quantification of both PV and NPV provide not only the amount of live material, but also the total amount of vegetation potentially available to micro- and macro-scale grazers.

3.3. C:N ratio spectral estimates

Average estimated C:N ratio (31.4+/−0.9) was similar to average measured C:N ratio (31.6+/−3.7) with an RMSE of 3.4 and a relative error of 0.081 (Fig. 6C). This error very closely approximates error reported for the same formula on Landsat and ASTER sensors (Phillips et al., 2006). Results are similar to errors associated with plant N estimates using hyperspectral

### Table 2

Pasture biomass data collected from NGGP and NGP ecoregion AOIs, including average, standard deviation, and the percent of total biomass by mass for standing live, standing dead, and detrital pools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AOI</th>
<th>Standing live (kg ha(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Standing dead (kg ha(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Detritus (kg ha(^{-1}))</th>
<th>All_DM (kg ha(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean S.D. Percent of total (All_DM)</td>
<td>Mean S.D. Percent of total (All_DM)</td>
<td>Mean S.D. Percent of total (All_DM)</td>
<td>Mean S.D. Percent of total (All_DM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGGP</td>
<td>2408 727 50%</td>
<td>1330 368 28%</td>
<td>1062 368 22%</td>
<td>4799 1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGP</td>
<td>2398 688 44%</td>
<td>1490 622 28%</td>
<td>1506 893 28%</td>
<td>5394 2125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

Accuracy assessment results for estimated total biomass (All_DM) and live biomass (PV_DM) following application of three indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>RMSE (kg ha(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Relative error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All_DM1</td>
<td>CR(_{B991-B1306})</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All_DM2</td>
<td>nNDVI</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>0.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All_DM3</td>
<td>bNDVI</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV_DM1</td>
<td>CR(_{B991-B1306})</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV_DM2</td>
<td>nNDVI</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV_DM3</td>
<td>bNDVI</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data recorded from handheld platforms (Kokaly and Clark, 1999; Mutanga et al., 2004).

C:N ratio is a measure of canopy forage quality that incorporates both PV and NPV vegetation, and C:N ratio spectral estimates were accurate for both AOIs to within 8%. Grazing animals rely on high protein vegetation with low C:N ratios (<36). Given C:N ratio, crude protein is easily estimated for northern mixed-grass prairie. These are useful data for rangeland managers who need to know when pastures can no longer meet minimum animal maintenance requirements (~70 mg g⁻¹ crude protein, depending upon the animal). Annual or inter-annual maps of pasture forage quality can help guide decision makers to understand how rangelands vary spatially and temporarily. As vegetation quality changes, so do vegetative decomposition rates (Enriquez et al., 1993). Consequently, remotely-derived estimates for C:N ratio across ecoregions, as demonstrated by application of published algorithm at different ecoregions, can serve as geo-referenced input to spatially explicit ecological models.

Estimated biomass, C:N ratio, and crude protein mapped for a known pasture (Fig. 7) illustrate a potential rangeland management application. Pasture 23, depicted in Fig. 7, is similar vegetatively to the previously described field plots (data not shown). The entire pasture is comprised of 1574 HyMap pixels. We calculated average total biomass (4600+/−970 kg ha⁻¹), C:N ratio (32+/−1), and crude protein of (360+/−80 kg ha⁻¹). However, only one-half of the total biomass was photosynthetically active (average PV=2300+/−330 kg ha⁻¹). Since animals preferentially select PV, the mass of PV is also important when considering animal stocking rates. Further work is needed, not only for additional spectral model validation, but also research that integrates remote estimates
with the large herbivores relying on these pastures. Experiments that integrate remote sensing with vegetation removal by large herbivores could be designed to determine the utility of these data by tracking estimated crude protein versus animal weight gains. Connection of the animal unit with terrestrial remote sensing may represent the next level necessary for practical remote sensing applications.

4. Conclusions

Many environmental questions require quantitative analyses of range condition, and research is limited by relying on knowledge acquired only at plot scales or for site-specific pastures only (Roughgarden et al., 1991). Development and validation of algorithms using more than one ecoregion and AOI reduces site-specificity issues and provides a foundation for broader spatial application. Application of remote sensing products by rangeland managers and global change scientists require that they be field-tested and errors identified. We assessed rangeland condition on a pasture-by-pasture basis, as measured by forage quality and quantity, and found results were accurate across two ecoregion AOIs with 8% and 18% error, respectively. These initial results are promising but further validation is needed to assess accuracy when these methods are extrapolated to regional scales. Given 10-m spatial resolution and spectral reflectance in the 670–690 and 1650–1670 and 990–1300 nm regions, we demonstrate how quantification of rangeland biomass and quality (C:N ratio) at pasture scales may be achieved. Results indicate remote sensing-based observations will facilitate large-scale hypothesis testing necessary for scaling up our understanding of rangeland condition from field plots to ecoregions.
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